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      http://www.falcon3dme.com/ Though living in a technological time, when it comes to constructing the buildings, tried-and-true concrete is still king. Strong, durable, and thick, concrete structures come and go, but sometimes businesses and contractors need to alter slabs, walls, and even ceilings. You should understand the various work of concrete cutting methods after that you can decide which type is the best one for your needs. http://www.falcon3dme.com/  SLAB SAWING This type of concrete sawing is generally called “flat” or “road” sawing. It’s often used to cut trenches in replacement projects. For example, developers riding the wave of fixing old mills into live-work spaces. Cobra Concrete with the slab saw hits a 32-inch depth and cuts new pathways for plumbers and electricians. It’s a more powerful method than jackhammering.  WALL SAWING Contractors and property owners required wall sawing the same as slab sawing, like changing an existing wall to retrofit windows, doors, and create spaces for power and HVAC lines. Sometimes an archway needs a wider area or more height for warehouse machinery such as forklifts. Wall sawing is particularly specialized work because an expertise operator is required for precision work with safety. A contractor or property owner should never take renting equipment and give it off to an untrained person. Cobra Concrete with wall sawing can hit a depth of 36 inches at any angle. http://www.falcon3dme.com/  WIRE SAWING http://www.falcon3dme.com/ There was a time when large concrete obstacles simply need to be removed, and standard demolition methods can be a headache. By using diamond-edged wire, you can reduce large items into smaller and make it manageable. Wire saws can also make precision cuts through items that surpass the depths of saw blades. Wire sawing works more like band sawing. Generally, water is used as a lubricant during the process. Wire sawing allows you to make huge cuts while being cost-effective.  HANDHELD SAWING Generally, handheld sawing used to slice through materials such as cinder blocks. Handheld sawing works a lot like a carpenter’s circular saw. Handheld concrete saws hit depths of about 6 inches and it is effective for shaving rough edges. The big advantage is that they can be carried around a job site easily and deployed as needed. The above-described points are essential for concrete cutting services. There are different types of concrete cutting services and each of them required special tools and bled. http://www.falcon3dme.com/ Contact US For more Details Contact Us: Phone: +971 (0) 4 327-1414 +971-4-388-6888 Fax : +971-4-327-1413 Email : info@falconsurveyme.com Office Address: #209, Apricot Tower Dubai Silicon Oasis P.O. Box : 238544, Dubai United Arab Emirates http://www.falcon3dme.com/contact.html 
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